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THE THATCHER GOVERNMENT 
IN SASKATCHEWAN AND THE REVIVAL 
OF METIS NATIONALISM, 1964,71 
JAMES M. PITSULA 
The 1960s was a significant decade in the 
history of the relationship between the gov-
ernment of Saskatchewan and Aboriginal 
peoples. Premier Ross Thatcher, who led the 
Liberal party to victory in the April 1964 pro-
vincial election, had a strong personal inter-
est in the plight of Indians and Metis, and his 
government undertook a number of initiatives 
intended to improve their living conditions. 
At the same time, Indians and Metis them-
selves experienced a political awakening and 
became more assertive. One might have ex-
pected many positive achievements flowing 
from this combination of a well-intentioned 
government and an energized Aboriginal com-
munity. In fact, the opposite happened. As 
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the 1960s progressed, the Thatcher govern-
ment became more and more estranged from 
Aboriginal organizations. This paper explores 
the reasons for the misunderstandings and 
antagonisms. 
In Canada, status Indians and Metis belong 
to different legal categories. Section 91, Sub-
section 24 of the British North America Act 
{now the Constitution Act} gave the federal 
government jurisdiction over "Indians and 
lands reserved for the Indians." Metis were not 
included. The Indian Act (1876) provided a 
legal definition of an Indian as any male per-
son of Indian blood belonging to a particular 
Indian band, any child of such a person, or any 
woman who had lawfully married such a per-
son. Until 1985 , when the law was changed by 
the passage of Bill C-31, Indian women lost 
their status upon marrying some one who was 
not a status Indian. Nor did the children of 
such marriages have Indian status.! In addi-
tion, status Indians whose bands are located 
in Saskatchewan are treaty Indians, since the 
entire province is covered by treaties negoti-
ated between Indian chiefs and the Govern-
ment of Canada in the late nineteenth and 
early twentieth centuries. 
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FIG. 1. Premier Thatcher of Saskatchewan and 
Governor Reagan of California at the Governors 
Conference in Montana , guests of Governor Babcock, 
28 June 1967. Courtesy of Saskatchewan Archives 
Board 
Unlike status Indians, Metis have no legal 
definition.2 Generally speaking, they are con-
sidered to be people of mixed ancestry de-
scended from the mingling of Indians and 
Europeans (French or English) in the fur trade.3 
Unlike status Indians, Metis do not fall under 
Section 91, Subsection 24 of the BNA Act, 
they are not covered by the Indian Act, and 
they have no treaty rights and no land base. 
Therefore, although Metis have some common 
ancestry and cultural affinity with status Indi-
ans, they have a different political history. In 
the 1960s in Saskatchewan, Indians based their 
claims on the fulfillment of treaty obligations, 
and they very much resented being placed in 
the same category as Metis who had not signed 
treaties. Consequently, it makes sense to dis-
cuss the two groups sep'arately. This paper fo-
cuses primarily on the relationship between 
the Saskatchewan government and the Metis.4 
JOBS AND INTEGRATION 
The Thatcher government's interest in Ab-
original issues was evident soon after it took 
office. In September 1964 it convened a con-
ference of people ofIndian ancestry from across 
the province at the Bessborough Hotel in 
Saskatoon. The Premier told the conference 
that living standards for Indians and Metis were 
"deplorably low" and that he would help them 
find jobs and support themselves.s 
This policy was consistent with Thatcher's 
right-of-center political philosophy, his belief 
in the value of individual self-reliance, and 
his disapproval of welfare dependency.6 He 
thought that if Aboriginal people could es-
cape welfare and work for a living, a major 
step would have been taken to solve all their 
problems. They would gain self-esteem and 
confidence and integrate with the rest of soci-
ety. Ultimately, Thatcher's Aboriginal policy 
was based on economic self-sufficiency. He 
considered cultural issues relatively unimpor-
tant, saying on one occasion: "What is their 
culture? Living in tents or dirty filthy shacks 
on a reserve? Culture is fine, but we've got to 
be realistic and bring them to where the jobs 
are, where the children can go to school and 
where they can live in a decent house."7 
Thatcher's focus was on individual self-sup-
port; he had little interest in or sympathy for 
the Aboriginal people defining themselves as 
a community, much less affirming their cul-
tural identity or pressing for the right to self-
determination. 
In March 1965 the government bureaucracy 
began to mobilize to implement its Indian and 
Metis program. A bill was introduced to es-
tablish an Indian and Metis branch within the 
Department of Natural Resources. Thatcher 
said the purpose of the branch was to "accel-
erate the process by which these people [Indi-
ans and Metis] become an integral part of 
Canadian society." The branch came into be-
ing on 1 April 1965 with an annual budget of 
$475,000. The director was Ferd Ewald, who 
had a master's degree in social work and, 
though raised in Saskatchewan, had most re-
cently been employed as the supervisor of case 
work services for the John Howard Society in 
Toronto.8 Ewald was an advocate of commu-
nity development, an approach to working 
with disadvantaged people that emphasized 
helping them identify their own problems, set 
their own goals, and devise their own solu-
tions. Community development was based on 
the principle that, unless the people being 
assisted were themselves committed to the pro-
gram, it would not succeed. Government-im-
posed, "top-down" solutions would not work. 
Community development meant the develop-
ment of self-awareness, the capacity to make 
decisions, and the ability to take charge of one's 
life.9 
Although community development was 
originally listed as one of the functions of the 
Indian and Metis branch,lo it soon became 
clear that Premier Thatcher had little use for 
the concept. In fact, he said community de-
velopment was "communism."ll He made it 
clear that the primary functions of the branch, 
in order of importance were: (1) placement of 
people of Indian ancestry in employment; (2) 
encouragement and development of educa-
tional resources for academic, vocational, and 
technical training; (3) promotion of practical 
economic projects such as roads, power, and 
telephones on reserves and in Metis commu-
nities; and (4) improvements to farming op-
erations such as feeder lots, land clearance, 
and farm credit. 12 
The single-minded focus on job placement, 
at the expense of community development, 
frustrated Ewald. He pointed out that only a 
small proportion of those placed stayed in their 
jobs for more than a few weeks. He cited the 
case of thirty Metis placement candidates who 
were assigned to construction work at the 
South Saskatchewan River Dam but had re-
turned home to Cumberland House after a few 
weeks of employment. Some said that the work 
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was too hard, others were lonely being away 
from their relatives and friends, and others 
wanted to do some moose hunting. 13 One fol-
low-up study of 600 placements indicated that 
81 percent of the new hires had resigned their 
jobs after working an average 3.8 weeks. 14 
Ewald concluded that individuals needed more 
training and counseling, both before and after 
they had been placed in jobs. He believed the 
important objective was to win the trust and 
cooperation of Indian and Metis people so that, 
when they were ready, they would choose job 
placement as their own goaL Only then would 
they be ready to leave the rural setting and 
make the transition to a regular job routine 
and urban living. IS Unable to convince 
Thatcher of the necessity for community de-
velopment prior to job placement, Ewald re-
signed in January 1967.16 
His successor, Wylie Spafford, was not a 
social worker but an ex-Air Force officer. 
Spafford knew Thatcher personally and was 
quite willing to follow his direction in run-
ning the Indian and Metis branch. 17 The na-
ture of the relationship between the two men 
was evident from an exchange that took place 
concerning the benefits of extensive counsel-
ing prior to job placement. Thatcher stated 
emphatically, "We can get on this counseling 
kick too far." When Spafford demurred, the 
premier delivered a stiff rebuke: "I just want 
you to remember your job is still to find jobs. 
And I will judge the branch by the number of 
job placements it makes."18 
In August 1968 the Thatcher government 
launched the Task Force on Indian and Metis 
Opportunity. The idea was to enlist the sup-
port of the citizenry in the campaign to place 
Aboriginal people in jobs, a plan similar to 
the one adopted by President Lyndon Johnson 
in the United States to find jobs for African 
Americans. 19 As Thatcher explained at the in-
augural meeting of the task force, the govern-
ment needed help: "Because of the terrible 
complexity of the problem, because of the frus-
trations involved, we decided to solicit the 
advice and assistance of others in our society." 
The task force could "provide us with a new, 
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fresh approach." These words were belied by 
the premier's announcement that the main ob-
jective was still to find "maximum employ-
ment for our native people."20 The task force 
was not given free rein; it had to work within 
well-defined limits set by the premier. 
The task force included representatives 
from business, industry, the university, the 
teaching profession, cooperatives, labor 
unions, churches, and Indian and Metis people. 
Five subcommittees were set up, each of them 
dealing with an aspect of job placement: (1) 
finding additional jobs for people of Indian 
ancestry in the civil service and crown corpo-
rations, as well as municipal governments, 
school units, and hospitals; (2) locating addi-
tional employment for Native people in pri-
vate industry; (3) seeking out Indian and Metis 
candidates who wished to take employment; 
(4) studying and recommending improvement 
of housing opportunities for Native people; 
(5) studying and developing educational up-
grading and job training programs.2i 
Although the government's purpose was to 
rally everyone behind its Indian and Metis pro-
gram, Metis leader Howard Adams sounded a 
dissenting note at the task force's first meet-
ing. He appealed for a total program of assis-
tance-not one that concentrated only on 
employment. Jobs were needed, but so were 
education, counseling, and skills in housekeep-
ing. If these issues were not tackled, Indians 
and Metis would leave their jobs and relapse 
into their former state.22 Secondly, Adams 
maintained that Native people had a growing 
awareness of and pride in their distinct iden-
tity; they were not willing to be aggressively 
assimilated. Simply placing them in jobs, with-
out in any way recognizing their culture and 
values, was a recipe forfailureY Adams's warn-
ing was ignored, a premonition of future 
troubles. 
In a speech to the Legislative Assembly on 
5 March 1969, Thatcher admitted that, al-
though the Indian and Metis branch had op-
erated for four years and had produced some 
good results, it represented only a beginning-
"a faltering first step." Since 1965, more than 
five thousand Indian and Metis people had 
been placed in jobs, but, the premier admit-
ted, "many of these individuals have not re-
mained permanently on the job." His solution 
was to upgrade the Indian and Metis branch 
to full departmental status to achieve "a de-
cided stepping-up of an action program."24 
Experience had taught that there were numer-
ous pitfalls in the job placement program. Job 
applicants had sometimes lacked the neces-
sary educational qualifications, and housing 
was often unavailable where the jobs were lo-
cated. These difficulties notwithstanding, 
Thatcher promised job placement would be 
continued and expanded. Although the pre-
mier was not satisfied with the efforts of the 
government to date, he did not discern a need 
for a change in policy direction. Instead of 
trying something new, for example, a shift to 
community development, the government 
opted for more of the same, delivered through 
a different bureaucratic structure. 
Thatcher asked the Metis leader, Howard 
Adams, to be the deputy-minister of the new 
department. When he declined, the job went 
to James S. Sinclair, who had been head of the 
northern affairs branch of the Department of 
Natural Resources and a veteran of the de-
partment since 1946.25 The department had 
three sections: an administrative branch, a 
placement and training branch, and an eco-
nomic development branch. The administra-
tive branch, with six staff members in 1971, 
provided administrative support and staff ser-
vice to the department. The most important 
branch was placement and training with 
twenty staff members. It placed a total of 1886 
Indian and Metis people in jobs in fiscal year 
1969-70, and 1874 in 1970-71. The jobs were 
about evenly divided between government and 
the private sector. Most of them were short-
term jobs rather than permanent placements, 
which suggests that a principal function of the 
department was to serve the casual labor needs 
of employers.26 The key question as to how 
long workers remained in their jobs was unan-
swered because the department did not keep 
records of retention rates. 
Thatcher repeatedly fired off memos urg-
ing that people of Indian ancestry be hired for 
government service. He wrote all cabinet min-
isters, deputy ministers, and crown corpora-
tion general managers in September 1966: "In 
the past year we have made some modest im-
provement in the employment of Indians. 
However, the overall result is still anything 
but satisfactory ... May I repeat-I consider 
this problem to be vital, and I would like spe-
cific action."27 About a year later, he reiter-
ated: "I am quite dissatisfied with the number 
of Indians being hired in the Civil Service. 
After an initial splurge, very little has been 
happening .... May I see some quick action."28 
A few months later the premier said he was 
"still far from satisfied" with what had been 
accomplished. The problem seemed to be a 
shortage of qualified Aboriginal candidates. 
W. R. Parks, deputy minister of Natural Re-
sources, where the Indian and Metis branch 
was housed, suggested that to mollify the pre-
mier, Native people be hired, even if they were 
not qualified: "If these employees do not pan 
out, the Premier will no doubt receive com-
plaints directly from the departments con-
cerned and it will take the 'heat' off us. "29 This 
was obviously not a good solution, but it 
showed the lengths to which senior bureau-
crats would go to ease the pressure Thatcher 
was putting on them. 
A better idea was the introduction in the 
civil service of an on-the-job training or 
supernumerary program. A review of the pro-
gram for the period 1 ] anuary 1968 to 31 
March 1971 showed total enrollees of 1059, 
of whom 359 moved on to petmanent em-
ployment, 141 in the Saskatchewan public 
service, 67 in Saskatchewan crown corpora-
tions, and 151 in other employment. There 
were 354 terminations, 241 still in training, 
and 105 who had completed their on-the-job 
training and were qualified for employment 
but not yet placed.30 The greatest number of 
qualified trainees were unskilled workers such 
as laundry workers, ward aides, domestics, 
and trade helpers who were employed in 
government institutions such as mental hos-
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FIG. 2. Howard Adams in the 19705. Courtesy of 
University of Saskatchewan Photograph Col-
lection, #8308. 
pitals, geriatric centers, and corrections facili-
ties. 31 
The government also used moral suasion 
to encourage private employers to hire Ab-
original workers. In particular, companies that 
received government highway or bridge con-
tracts were asked to reserve at least five per-
cent of their work force for Indians and Metis. 32 
In 1970 this suggestion hardened into regula-
tion when recipients of government contracts 
were legally bound to employ a minimum of 15 
percent Native employees in areas where the 
population was predominantly Indian or Metis 
and 5 percent in other areas of the province. 
Hospitals in predominantly Native centers had 
to employ 15 percent staff of Native ancestry. 
The quota for hospitals in major urban centers 
was 6 percenr, and for smaller hospitals and 
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special care homes 5 percent. These levels were 
to be attained by the end of the 1973-74 fiscal 
year.33 
Another function of the placement and 
training branch was to arrange for upgrading 
courses to be conducted by the Department of 
Education at a number of rural and urban com-
munities throughout the province. Courses 
leading to grade twelve certificates were of-
fered, as well as skill development and trades 
courses such as driver education, welding, ra-
dio and television repair, heavy equipment 
operation, motor vehicle mechanics, building 
construction, and forestry operations. Other 
courses led to certificates for semi-professional 
positions such as nursing assistants, bookkeep-
ers, stenographers, and laboratory and X-ray 
technicians .. Financial assistance was given to 
sixteen Indian and Metis students attending 
university in 1970-71 and to more than twenty 
others completing high school by correspon-
dence or at night schoo1.34 
Students who traveled from their isolated 
homes to attend upgrading and training 
courses in larger centers faced various difficul-
ties. Regina Leader-Post reporter Eric Malling 
interviewed Steve Herman, twenty-two, a 
Chipewyan from La Loche, who lasted only 
two weeks in a vocational course in Meadow 
Lake. He liked the school, but not the Cree 
students at the house where he was boarding. 
They couldn't speak Chipewyan, and Steve 
couldn't speak Cree. He requested that they 
all speak English, but they continued to talk 
in Cree. "They might have been talking be-
hind my back," Steve explained. "I just hit the 
road." Paul Fontaine, also from La Loche and 
twenty-two years old, went to Saskatoon for a 
similar course. He lasted three days. His mother 
explained that the teacher told the students 
they would have to make a speech in class 
every day. Paul, the only Indian in a class of 
whites, could not handle that. Other young 
men who had gone south said that, even if 
they liked school, they did not know what to 
do with themselves in the evenings. Loneli-
ness made liquor and the pool halls an easy 
temptation.35 
HOUSING 
Housing, or the lack thereof, was identi-
fied at an early stage as an important variable 
affecting the success of job placement. A let-
ter to the government from O. B. Crawford, 
who operated a poultry processing plant in 
Wynyard, illustrated the problem: "Before they 
[Indians and Metis] can even start work, they 
have to find a place to live, and this is getting 
tougher all the time. During the decent 
weather, they sometimes live in tents near 
town, but this does not work when the cold 
weather sets in. There is a great shortage of 
housing in this town; decent houses are going 
at a very high rental, and the ones the average 
worker can afford are pretty small and often 
pretty cold. There is of course quite a bit of 
resistance to renting houses to Indians."36 
To alleviate the problem, the Department 
of Municipal Affairs bought houses in urban 
centers throughout the province for rental at 
subsidized rates. At the end of the 1970-71 
fiscal year, a total of 145 houses had been pur-
chased.37 For many Native families, moving to 
the city meant a drastic change in their lives. 
Although the Indian and Metis Department 
did not formally recognize family counseling 
as one of its functions, placement officers, in 
practice, spent considerable time dealing with 
"marital problems, children taking bicycles, 
weedy backyards, broken windows, angry 
neighbours, drunken parties, and so on." J.S. 
Sinclair, deputy-minister of the Indian and 
Metis Department, conscious of the fact that 
the department was not eqUipped to provide 
adequate family counseling, recommended, 
late in 1970, that the Department of Welfare 
establish such a service.38 lt is unfortunate that 
this recommendation came so late in the 
government's term; by June 1971 Thatcher and 
the Liberals were out of power. 
RELOCATION 
Another initiative of the late 1960s and 
early 1970s was the relocation plan. During 
1969-70, eighteen families were assisted to 
move from such remote northern communi-
ties as La Loche and Buffalo Narrows to urban 
centers.39 Leader-Post reporter Nancy Gelber 
and Metis Society fieldwotker Jim Sinclair paid 
visits to the homes of former La Loche resi-
dents now living in Moose Jaw. "All [the 
homes] were pin neat, Second World War vin-
tage with television sets. All of the women 
said they have trouble with their television 
sets." Bernadette and Leon Janvier were tak-
ing training courses at the Saskatchewan 
Training School, she in tailoring and he in 
shoe repair. They were separated from their 
two daughters, aged six and eight, who lived 
with Mrs. Janvier's mother in La Loche be-
cause it was too expensive to hire a baby sitter 
in Moose Jaw. The Janviers' boarders, Sarah 
Herman and Mack Herman, also from La 
Loche, worked respectively as a nurse's aide 
and a ranch hand. Mack Herman said he liked 
his work, but missed hunting and fishing: "I 
haven't even seen one squirrel around here." 
Another family consisted of George 
Herman, training as an upholsterer, and Helen, 
learning to be an occupational therapist. They, 
too, were separated from their children and 
complained of feeling isolated. Neither drove 
a car, and all their friends, except for three 
other transplanted families, were up north. 
Finally, there was the family of]oe and Cecile 
Herman, their two children, and one grand-
daughter. Cecile said she liked their house 
because it was warm. "I don't feel like going 
back now that we're down here and we have a 
job. The kids like it here, too," she said, as the 
family watched television and nibbled dried 
fish from the north and popsicles. All the re-
located adults were pleased to be receiving 
wages, but worried that the training programs 
lasted only six months, and they knew that if 
they didn't find jobs, they would have to go on 
welfare.40 
The Indian and Metis Department, together 
with the Departments of Agriculture and Edu-
cation, took over the Cutbank site, formerly 
the construction headquarters for the South 
Saskatchewan River Dam project. The site was 
transformed into a residential training center 
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for families and individuals of Native ancestry 
who wished to move from isolated rural areas 
to the city. The center provided instru'ction in 
basic living and employment skills needed for 
persons to function successfully in an urban 
setting. Courses in home and family manage-
ment, child care, money management, aca-
demic upgrading, and trades were offered. It 
was expected that families would remain in 
the center for approximately two years, after 
which time they would be ready for a new life. 
In August 1970, Cutbank opened its dQors to 
the first family from northern Saskatchewan.41 
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 
In addition to the administrative and place-
ment and training branches, the Indian and 
Metis department had a third branch-the 
economic development branch. With seven 
staff members in 1971, it helped people of In-
dian ancestry establish business enterprises by 
giving advice and guaranteeing loans to a 
maximum for each project of $5000. Native-
owned companies were also eligible for grants 
of up to $2000. Native Metal Industries of 
Regina, for example, had sixty employees in 
1971 and supplied scrap metal to a local steel 
and pipe makerY Other Native-controlled 
enterprises included tourist camps and outfit-
ting businesses, service stations, a store, a 
trucking company, and cattle raising, pulp cut-
ting, and market gardening ventures.43 
An overview of the Thatcher government's 
record in Indian and Metis programming dur-
ing its seven years in office reveals impressive 
statistics. There were more than eight thou-
sand job placements, though a large but inde-
terminate number of those placed in jobs quit 
after a brief interval. About three hundred new 
homes were built in northern Saskatchewan 
and 145 rental homes were purchased in ur-
ban centers for Indians and Metis moving to 
the city. More than $300,000 was provided in 
grants for eighteen economic development 
projects. About $2,500,000 was spent on train-
ing farms at Cumberland House, He a la Crosse, 
Green Lake, La Loche and other places. Some 
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FIG. 3. Premier Thatcher in his office with visiting Indian and Metis school children, c. 1966 . Courtesy of 
Saskatchewan Archives Board. 
5100 Indians and Metis attended upgrading 
and training programs at acostof$5,623,000.44 
Despite what on paper seemed an exem-
plary effort, a sense of frustration sometimes 
enveloped the government. At a meeting of 
the Task Force on Indian and Metis Opportu-
nity in December 1969, Thatcher owned to 
the fact that the problems faced by Native 
people were almost as large as ever. He blamed 
the "amazing and shocking" lack of enthusi-
asm of the general community for the task 
force. While some companies had made a good 
contribution, others had done nothing. He 
urged trade unions to be more flexible with 
respect to Native hiring, and he castigated the 
teachers' federation for not doing more. Even 
the churches were a target of his criticism: "We 
are not happy with the church organizations. 
We want their contribution extended and 
improved."45 
These complaints did not prevent the gov-
ernment from complimenting itself on all the 
good it was doing for Indians and Metis. It 
commissioned a half-hour film entitled "A 
Better Citizen-Both of Us," which was tele-
cast province wide in 1970. The film opened 
with a series of shots of Indian and Metis 
northerners, both adults and children, fish-
ing, preparing hides, and engaged in various 
other activities. The narrator reflected gloom-
ily on their poor living conditions and their 
need to be brought into "the mainstream of 
Saskatchewan economic society," but his com-
mentary seemed at odds with the images cap-
tured by the camera. The northerners seemed 
healthy and happy as they carried out their 
tasks. Dr. Howard Nixon, dean of Physical 
Education at the University of Saskatchewan 
and chairman of the education subcommittee 
of the Indian and Metis task force, appeared 
on screen to say: "The culture of the native 
people is dead. There is no foundation for it in 
hunting, trapping, fishing. Their society, as 
we know it, must change to be the same as our 
society. They must adjust to our white soci-
ety." There followed vignettes of Indians and 
Metis "adjusting": Indian women mopping the 
floor, washing dishes, and working as hospital 
aides; an upgrading class in the north, the in-
structor dictating, "Oranges are good to eat," 
while the students copied the sentence in their 
notebooks; Indian and Metis farm workers, 
miners, and a man felling a tree as the narrator 
explained that Indians find work "in their 
natural habitat" rewarding; students being 
trained in barbering and radio/TV repair; 
women washing test tubes and men repairing 
shoes; a Native family living in the city, seated 
around the supper table eating macaroni. The 
film catalogued the government's Indian and 
Metis initiatives and urged, almost browbeat, 
the general public to support them. It closed 
with a statement from Indian and Affairs Min-
ister Allan Guy, who alluded to the fact that 
the government needed to have the coopera-
tion and advice of Indian and Metis people. 
This was the first hint in the film that Native 
people might have something to say about the 
programs implemented on their behalf.46 
The Thatcher government, during the 1971 
provincial election campaign, claimed to be 
leading the rest of Canada in Indian and Metis 
programs, but Metis leader Howard Adams 
openly expressed disillusionment with the 
government's task force, calling it "window-
dressing and a waste of time."47 He insisted 
on changes to the Indian and Metis depart-
ment: "This Department has done very little 
for our people, so far. It has helped mostly the 
white officials who get big salaries."48 Allan 
Blakeney, the leader of the New Democratic 
Party, the main opposition to Thatcher's Lib-
erals, responded by promising to abolish or 
drastically overhaul the department: "We are 
going to attempt to wipe out the paternalism 
of the past and start again, face to face ... One 
thing is certain, the Liberal governments and 
bureaucracies at Ottawa and Regina have gone 
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about it in the wrong way. They're still follow-
ing the Great White Father approach."49 
Why had the Thatcher government so sig-
nally failed to keep in touch with the thinking 
of the Metis, the very people it was trying to 
help? The key was Thatcher himself, who never 
really listened to Indian and Metis people but 
imposed his own ideas on them. His focus on 
economic issues to the exclusion of all else, 
his downgrading of the importance of cultural 
identity, and his focus on individual achieve-
ment rather than community development led 
inevitably to a clash with the Metis leader-
ship. 
REVIVAL OF METIS NATIONALISM 
Perhaps the clash would have been less se-
vere had it not been for the revival of Metis 
nationalism in the 1960s.50 A number of fac-
tors created an environment conducive to 
Aboriginal activism: the spill-over effects of 
the civil rights movement in the United States, 
the anti-poverty movement in Canada and the 
United States, the reverberations from the 
Quiet Revolution in Quebec and Quebec's 
claims for "special status," the emerging na-
tionalism of de-colonizing third world coun-
tries, the youth movement and activism on 
Canadian campuses, and the demographic 
pressures arising from a soaring Aboriginal 
birth rate and migration from rural areas to 
urban centers.51 In Saskatchewan an impetus 
to the rebirth of Metis nationalism came, ironi-
cally, from the Thatcher government itself. 
When the government invited about one hun-
dred delegates of Indian and Metis ancestry to 
a conference in Saskatoon in September 1964, 
a group of about twenty five Metis took ad-
vantage of the occasion to discuss the reacti-
vation of an organization to represent their 
interests. They elected Malcolm Norris and 
Don Nielson as co-chairmen and authorized 
them to establish a "central agency" in Prince 
Albert.52 
Because the Thatcher government disliked 
Malcolm Norris's left-leaning politics, he was 
fired from his provincial government job as of 
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1 January 1965. Norris found employment as 
the executive-director of the Prince Albert 
Indian- Metis Friendship Centre, but only 
temporarily, since the government found a 
way to oust him from that position, too. The 
province withheld the center's annual grant 
as long as Norris was director, forcing the 
board to accept his resignation. When MLA 
Bill Berezowsky attacked the government for 
persecuting Norris, Deputy Premier Dave 
Steuart replied, "He [Norris] was a Commu-
nist, Bill, and we had no use for him," to which 
Berezowsky retorted, "I will tell you that 
whether he was a Communist or a Fascist, or 
anything else, he was a man who loved his 
own people and who was willing to give his 
life for his people."53 
Despite the Thatcher government's cam-
paign against him, Norris continued his ef-
forts to build up the Metis organization. The 
founding convention of the Metis Association 
of Saskatchewan was held 3-4 April 1965 in 
Prince Albert with twenty delegates and seven 
associate members in attendance. The asso-
ciation had 16 locals, 281 paid-up members, 
and 125 who had not yet paid.54 Meanwhile, 
in March 1965, a rival organization called the 
Metis Society came together in Regina under 
the leadership of Alex Daniels.55 Malcolm 
Norris and Don Nielson traveled to Regina to 
meet with Daniels in the hope of mending the 
split, but their mission was unsuccessful. 
Daniels argued that the Metis in the north 
were closer to the Indian way of living while 
those in the south were more assimilated to 
white society. There was also a language bar-
rier. In contrast to the northern Metis, who 
spoke mostly Cree, their southern counterparts 
spoke a mixture of English, French, and Cree. 
Politically, Norris and Daniels were not in the 
same camp. Norris was an enemy of the 
Thatcher government, and Daniels, who 
worked as a placement officer in the provin-
ciaiindian and Metis branch, was a friend.56 
Not surprisingly, the provincial government 
threw its support behind Daniels and the Metis 
Society and sought to undermine Norris a~d 
the Metis Association. In September 1966, Joe 
Amyotte, who had been elected Metis Society 
president, asked for a government grant and 
received $500.57 With grant in hand, Amyotte 
now pressed for the amalgamation of the Metis 
Society with the Metis Association, a maneu-
ver that Norris strongly resisted. He opposed 
government grants on principle, believing they 
would make the Metis organization a tool of 
the government. Amyotte and the Metis So-
ciety won the power struggle. A general con-
vention of the two organizations on 13 May 
1967 approved their amalgamation under the 
name of the Metis Society of Saskatchewan 
with headquarters in Regina and Joe Amyotte 
as president. 58 Shortly afterward, in December 
1967, Malcolm Norris died. 
In the spring of 1967, Amyotte requested a 
substantial increase in provincial government 
funding from $500 to $31,500, but the prov-
ince responded with a grant of only $1000 for 
fiscal year 1967-68.59 The Metis Society con-
tinued lobbying for more funds, noting that 
the Federation of Saskatchewan Indians was 
receiving $65,000 compared to the Metis's 
$1000. The money would be used to set up an 
office, hire a permanent secretary and two field 
workers. The society pointed out that the time 
was ripe for assistance to the Metis: "because 
of the Negro riots in the USA, people are con-
cerned over the treatment of the minority 
groups here."6o In 1968-69, the provincial grant 
to the Metis Society was boosted to $10,000, 
and then, later in the year, supplementary 
grants of $5490 for field work and $2000 to 
cover the cost of the annual meeting were 
given, bringing the total to $17,490.61 The 
money was spent on organizational work in 
the scattered Metis communities, helping the 
people to identify their needs and establish 
local organizations.62 The Metis Society grant 
went up again in 1969-70 to $20,000, plus 
$2000 for the annual meeting, considerably 
less than the $60,000 requested.63 With the 
increased funding, the Metis Society expanded 
from nine local chapters, mainly in the south, 
to forty-five chapters covering most of the 
province. Short courses were held for local 
chapters teaching them how to conduct meet-
ings and organize their affairs. In addition, the 
society publicized the provincial government's 
adult education programs and selected suit-
able candidates for upgrading courses. It also 
conducted housing surveys and organized AA 
groupS.64 
Although provincial government funding 
had increased substantially, it was less gener-
ous than appeared on the surface. In April 
1965 Saskatchewan had signed a five-year, 
federal-provincial Agricultural Rehabilitation 
and Development Act (ARDA) agreement, 
replacing the previous agreement which had 
expired. The new agreement, unlike the old, 
included programs benefitting Indian and 
Metis people.65 Thus, although the grant to 
the Metis Society was funneled through the 
provincial government, the federal govern-
ment reimbursed the province for half the 
amount. 
With the demise of the Metis Association, 
the way was clear for the Thatcher govern-
ment to have a comfortable relationship with 
the Metis Society. The government's triumph 
was short-lived, however, because no sooner 
had the Metis Association disappeared than 
the Saskatchewan Native Action Committee 
(SNAC) came into being in April 1968. It 
issued a radical-sounding leaflet entitled "Up 
the Revolution," which proclaimed: ~'Integra­
tion is not the solution, especially not forced 
integration. We oppose Whitey's attempts to 
assimilate our people, our culture, traditions 
and philosophies into his supreme society."66 
SASKATCHEWAN NATIVE ACTION 
COMMITTEE AND HOWARD ADAMS 
SNAC was headed by Howard Adams, a 
well-educated and articulate leader whose 
thinking was based on a systematic and com-
prehensive analysis of the position of Native 
people in Canadian society. Adams grew up in 
St. Louis, Saskatchewan, an old Metis com-
munity south of Prince Albert. His political 
and intellectual development was shaped by 
his experience as a student at the Berkeley 
campus of the University of California, where 
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FIG. 4. Howard Adams today. Courtesy of Howard 
Adams. 
he completed his doctorate in 1966. He was 
struck by the parallels between the plight of 
African Americans in the United States and 
Aboriginal people in Canada. Both faced dis-
crimination, economic oppression, and politi-
cal powerlessness. Adams wrote: 
The more I became involved, the clearer 
colonialism became. I was very moved when 
I heard Malcolm X speak to the students 
about black nationalism. Afterwards, I 
wanted time to think of the beautiful things 
he had said. The ideas he expressed about 
black nationalism were so important that I 
could not put them out of my mind. I kept 
trying to fit them into the Indian/Metis situ-
ation at home. Nationalism seemed to be 
the spirit that motivated black people to a 
new sense of pride and confidence. Like the 
black people, I began to reject my feeling of 
inferiority and shame, and to become proud 
of my Indian heritage and native nation.67 
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Returning to Saskatchewan to take up a 
teaching post at the University of Saskatch-
ewan, Adams became aware of a cultural and 
political awakening among Indian and Metis 
people. He prepared a report on social condi-
tions in the west side communities of north-
ern Saskatchewan and found that "the state of 
[political] consciousness was surprisingly high 
among the people .... They were open in talk-
ing about problems and confrontations-po-
lice brutality, housing, and the need to organize 
with political muscle. I hadn't expected this 
at all but it was obvious they had been in-
volved in real political struggle." Adams sought 
out Malcolm Norris and found him at a meet-
ing of the Metis Association in Prince Albert. 
The veteran leader welcomed Adams's sup-
port and saw in the young academic a possible 
future president of the Metis Association.68 
The two basic premises of Adams's 1975 
book Prison of Grass were: "we live in a white 
racist society" and "racism is the product of 
economics." He argued that the Europeans 
who had come to North America wanted to 
profit from the natural resources and reduced 
Aboriginal people to a subhuman level so that 
they could be readily exploited as cheap la-
bor. The racism that originated in the fur trade 
became so deeply entrenched in Canadian so-
ciety that, even though cheap Indian labor 
was no longer required for the Canadian 
economy, racism endured and permeated the 
government, church, schools, and courts. 
Adams maintained that images of white su-
premacy were present everywhere in movies, 
television, and books. Indians and Metis were 
taught to feel inferior and to accept as inevi-
table that all positions of authority-teacher, 
priest, judge, Indian agent-were held by 
whites. Children internalized negative images 
of themselves and often felt shame and self-
hatred.69 
Indians and Metis were not allowed to have 
their own history. Adams recalled that, as a 
young boy, he and his friends were never told 
about the Metis heroes of the resistance led 
by Louis Riel in 1885. His parents and grand-
parents were too ashamed to claim their own 
history. The schools taught the language, lit-
erature, and history of the colonizer, forcing 
Aboriginal students "to deny their language, 
culture, and essential being." This led to the 
inculcation of what Adams called the "white 
ideal," the tendency for people of Indian an-
cestry to seek acceptance and success in white 
society. The white ideal operated at a subcon-
scious level, deeply influencing thought and 
behavior. Everything white was considered 
beautiful and held in high esteem; everything 
non-white was judged ugly and worthless.70 
A central tenet of Adams's thought was that 
the imperialism and colonialism of Canada's 
past continued into the present: "Weare told 
that the enemy, colonialism, is the historical 
oppressor. But we must make no mistake that 
our oppression is in the forms and institutions 
of colonialism, and its manifestations, such as 
racial stereotypes, Indian bureaucracies, wel-
fare, prisons, etc."71 The persistence of colo-
nialism led to poverty, lack of employment, 
and segregation of Indians and Metis into me-
nial and low-paying jobs. Adams held that rac-
ism resulted in the social, cultural, and 
economic underdevelopment of Aboriginal 
society. Any Aboriginal person who dared to 
stand up for his rights was crushed by such 
means as denial of welfare payments or harass-
ment by.police. 
Adams rejected integration as the means to 
overcome colonialism, so he was fundamen-
tally opposed to the core principle of the 
Thatcher government's Aboriginal policy. 
Adams believed that Canadian society was so 
racist that only those Indians and Metis whose 
appearance was white enough to allow them 
to pass as whites would be truly accepted. In-
tegration under these terms strengthened 
rather than transformed the white supremacy 
system. Adams wrote that, for those who bore 
"the indelible print of Indian appearance," 
there was no alternative to segregation.n 
Although Adams was a "separatist" rather 
than an integrationist, he did not rule out the 
possibility, at some future time, of Aboriginal 
and non-Aboriginal Canadians living together 
in a single community based on equality and 
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FIG. 5. Metis mother and two children, northern Saskatchewan, possibly Green Lake. Courtesy of Saskatchewan 
Archives Board. 
justice. He doubted, however, that this would 
happen as long as Canada remained a capital-
ist countryY For Adams, capitalism was in-
herently racist because the desire to make 
profits led to the dehumanization of certain 
groups in order to exploit their labor, so only 
in a socialist society would exploitation and 
racism be wiped out. 
Within the capitalist system that Adams 
condemned as irredeemably racist, how could 
"separatism" for Indians and Metis be attained? 
Adams distinguished between revolutionary 
nationalism and radical nationalism. The 
former occurred in such Third Wodd colonies 
as Cuba and North Vietnam where liberation 
forces took up arms to secure territorial au-
tonomy. Adams did not endorse revolution-
ary nationalism in this sense for the Aboriginal 
people of Canada. Indians and Metis lacked 
the power to overthrow the government, re-
claim the land, and set up a separate state. 
Instead, he recommended radical nationalism, 
the goals of which were "economic, social and 
cultural autonomy, and control over all po-
litical affairs concerning the natives as a na-
tion, beginning with complete local control 
of Indian reserves, Metis communities, and 
native urban ghettos." Self-government re-
quired two things: constitutional authority 
and economic independence. The constitu-
tion had to be amended to enshrine Aborigi-
nal rights, and funds had to be provided for 
economic development. Adams suggested the 
promotion of farming and the establishment 
of light industries in Aboriginal communities. 
Such enterprises would be locally controlled 
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with no interference from government bureau-
crats or non-Aboriginal supervisors. Since the 
Canadian government was willing to give mil-
lions of dollars in aid to Third World coun-
tries, it could surely give similar assistance to 
underdeveloped communities at home.74 
As Indians and Metis advanced toward self-
government, Adams foresaw a danger coming 
from within the Aboriginal community. Since 
a favorite tactic of colonial rulers was to culti-
vate a middle-class elite within the oppressed 
group, Adams derided "Uncle Tomahawks" on 
the government payroll who adopted the 
government's point of view and smothered 
grass-roots radicalism, and he declined to serve 
as Thatcher's deputy minister for Indian and 
Metis affairs. Another government tactic was 
to fund Aboriginal organizations on the un-
derstanding that they would not bite the hand 
that fed them. Organizations that succumbed 
to government control suppressed Indian and 
Metis people more effectively than did any 
government agency.75 
Although Adams eschewed violence as the 
means to liberation, he did not rule it out al-
together. Although a call to arms under exist-
ing conditions would be a call to martyrdom, 
as the Aboriginal movement gained momen-
tum and formed alliances with other oppressed 
groups, "there may come a time when guerrilla 
violence will be necessary and appropriate, and 
we must not hesitate to use it."76 In a 1969 
interview he was even more definite, predict-
ing that in the struggle for justice in Canada, 
violence would be "inevitable."77 
Possibly because of these allusions to vio-
lence, Adams became an object of fascination 
for the media, which invariably referred to him 
as a "militant" and "red power advocate." He 
told the Regina Leader-Post in 1967 that "if red 
power means political power in the hands of 
the Indian, the movement is well under way in 
Saskatchewan. . . . The movement can't be 
held off. People are already talking in terms of 
demonstrations." He emphasized that red 
power did not mean "the kind of thing you 
think of in connection with the Detroit riots." 
Questioned about a statement allegedly made 
by a radical activist that young Indians had 
been asked to go to Cuba, Adams denied any 
connection between Castro and Canadian 
Native people: "Trying to link red power with 
Cuba is wrong. We are in a special position 
here." Adams categorically repudiated a 
SNAC pamphlet that advocated setting up a 
guerrilla warfare committee. He said the 
pamphlet's author had acted on his own and 
did not represent the views of the association. 
SNAC would fight for colonized peoples but 
would reject "fringe elements who are too ac-
tion-oriented. "78 
Adams's organization tested the political 
waters by running a candidate in the Meadow 
Lake constituency in the 1968 federal elec-
tion. The candidate was Carole Lavallee, a 
twenty-five-year-old treaty Indian from 
Cowessess reserve who was enrolled in social 
sciences courses at the Regina campus of the 
University of Saskatchewan. She ran fourth, 
polling 604 votes to the victorious Conserva-
tive party candidate's 7324. She blamed her 
defeat, in part, on "uncle tomahawks" who 
looked for favors from the government. Pre-
mier Thatcher commented that SNAC's foray 
into politics was: "an exercise in futility, but 
it's a free country .... We hired Dr. Adams 
and we pay his salary. We just wish he would 
do more work for his people and less agitat-
ing." The reference to Adams's salary ap-
parently related to the fact that he had a 
teaching position at an institution funded by 
the government. Thatcher did not have the 
power to fire a university faculty member, but 
Rose Bishop, the wife of Rod Bishop, 
Lavallee's campaign manager, was less fortu-
nate. Shortly after the election, she was dis-
missed from her clerical job with the provincial 
government.79 
On 2 October 1968, as the tension between 
the SNAC and the government heightened, a 
highly ironic ceremony unfolded on the 
grounds of the Legislative Building in Regina. 
The government formally unveiled the statue 
of Louis Riel it had commissioned from sculp-
tor John Nugent. A crowd of about three 
thousand, very few of whom were Metis, heard 
tributes to the Metis leader from Premier 
Thatcher and Prime Minister Trudeau. Tru-
deau praised Riel as a "fighter for his people," 
and Thatcher honored him as "a brilliant fig-
ure, a man of exceptional leadership qualities, 
a man fiercely proud of his heritage." The pre-
mier retrospectively enlisted Riel as a sup-
porter of the provincial government's policy 
of "bettering the living standards of native 
people," conveniently overlooking other as-
pects of Riel's legacy.Bo The Metis who op-
posed Thatcher's policies naturally resented 
the premier's appropriation of a Metis hero. 
They were also offended by the statue itself, 
since Riel was depicted naked from the waist 
down. Nap Lafontaine was delegated by the 
Metis Society to talk to Thatcher, who ex-
plained that the statue was "new art" and "that 
new art won't be appreciated for 50 years." 
Lafontaine replied: "Appreciated! That thing 
won't be there that 10ng."B! 
In order to undermine the SNAC, the 
Thatcher government bolstered its rival, the 
Metis Society, with a grant of $2000 to orga-
nize a conference in July 1968. Municipal 
Affairs Minister Clarence Estey made the 
government's position clear: "It is my hope 
that your organization will be the voice of the 
Metis in our province. Splinter groups can 
only weaken your organization. Indeed, splin-
ter groups are often formed by a very small 
group, and more often for personal gain and 
prestige." Adams responded to this thinly 
veiled attack by saying that Estey feared grass-
roots political activity because it threatened 
his power. Adams promised to use blunt lan-
guage with the government, to which Thatcher 
replied, "You're likely to get blunt speeches 
back." 
The Thatcher government's strategy of at-
tacking the SNAC and supporting the Metis 
Society backfired when, in April 1969, 
Howard Adams won the presidency of the 
Metis Society at the annual convention in 
Prince Albert. The meeting attracted about 
125 Metis and non-treaty Indians, including 
80 voting delegates from 45 locals. The three 
candidates for president were Joe Amyotte, 
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the incumbent, Howard Adams, and Rod 
Bishop. Premier Thatcher, who was invited to 
give the banquet address, was asked whether 
it was true that, if certain persons were elected, 
the government would take away the society's 
$20,000 grant. "I don't think so," the premier 
replied. "I'll wait and take a look." In response 
to groans from the audience, he added that he 
expected the Metis Society "to give us officers 
we can work with." Bishop, thinking the 
premier's remark might have been directed at 
him, withdrew from the contest because he 
knew how important the grant was to the so-
ciety. The election shaped up as a battle be-
tween the "moderates," who supported 
Amyotte, and the "militants," who backed 
Adams. Despite the premier's threat, Adams 
won a narrow victory and declared: "We will 
not be pushed down any more. I consider that 
we are now the vanguard or the forefront of a 
liberation movement." Adams did not entirely 
disavow comparison between himself and 
Louis Riel: "This comparison is made con-
tinuously by my own people and by white 
people because-they even say I look like Louis 
Riel-because, in emotion I'm sort of the 
evangelistic type ofleader, and because I am a 
militant ... There's no doubt about it. I'm a 
revolutionary. " 
The reference to Riel and Adams's self-
description as a "revolutionary" once again 
raised the specter of violence. In July 1967 
the Toronto Globe and Mail had published a 
story about a draft report entitled "Indians 
and the Law," which had been prepared by the 
Canadian Corrections Association for the De-
partment of Indian Affairs and Northern De-
velopment. According to the Globe and Mail, 
the report warned that "in many communities 
in the West, with substantial numbers of In-
dian people living on the fringes of cities and 
towns, relationships between the Indian and 
the non-Indian residents are severely strained, 
and a precarious and explosive situation ex-
ists."B4 The Leader-Post gave front-page cover-
age to the story, running it under the heading, 
"Indian-White Racial Hostilities Said Near 
Explosion Point in West." At the top of the 
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FIG. 6. La Loche in northern Saskatchewan as seen from the top of the fire tower, August 1956. Courtesy of 
Saskatchewan Archives.Board. 
same page, the banner headline read, "Death 
Toll in Detroit Riots Climbs to 33." The jux-
taposition of the stories implied that Canada 
could soon have its own version of the civil 
turmoil agitating American cities. The Leader-
Post sent a reporter to Kamsack and Carlyle, 
two towns located close to Indian reserves. 
After random non-scientific interviews of a 
number of Indians and non-Indians, he con-
cluded that the Globe and Mail story was a false 
alarm: "Indians, to be sure, are highly dissatis-
fied and strongly critical of many aspects of 
white society and voiced near-hatred for some 
individual whites-but on the whole they re-
gard the white man as a friend reasonably easy 
to get along with."85 
The possibility of racial violence did not go 
away, however. Nap Lafontaine, vice-presi-
dent of the Metis Society, detected trouble in 
the north: "It was pretty rough up there for a 
while. Green Lake and some of those places. "86 
Howard Adams alleged that two trappers from 
La Loche, last seen on 21 October 1968, might 
possibly have been killed by Natives acting 
for "white supremacists." Although reporter 
Eric Malling, who visited La Loche in March 
1969, found no one willing to back Adams's 
claim, he did find a high level of frustration 
and hostility in the community. Wylie 
Spafford, director of the provincial Indian and 
Metis branch, agreed: "I've never felt so much 
electric tension throughout the whole area. I 
felt that there was a feeling of unrest." He 
added, however, that, in his view, the unrest 
was not close to erupting.87 
One of the causes of discontent in the com-
munity was the Department of Natural Re-
sources enforcement of a minimum mesh size 
for fishing nets. Many fishermen owned nets 
with 3 0 -inch mesh, smaller than the allow-
able minimum of 5 inches. Department offic-
ers, intent upon conserving the fish stock, were 
seizing the nets and prosecuting the fishermen. 
The Natives argued that the lakes in the north 
were being fished out by the big companies 
and the mink ranchers, to the detriment of 
local people who depended upon fishing for 
their livelihood. As tension mounted, un-
known persons destroyed a Department of 
Natural Resources boat. One unnamed indi-
vidual admitted attempting to light forest fires 
to earn the $6.25 a day paid for fighting them 
and to distract DNR officials from enforcing 
fishing regulations. Another grievance was the 
government's insistence that able-bodied men 
work for their living rather than receive wel-
fare. In 1968 ninety-one families in La Loche 
were cut off social assistance, forcing them to 
move into the bush where it was easier to ob-
tain wood for fuel and rabbits for food. sS 
Wylie Spafford, among others, suggested 
that trouble in La Loche had been stirred up 
by members of the Company of Young Cana-
dians, an organization of community workers 
that had been set up by the federal govern-
ment to help the poor and disadvantaged. The 
local CYC worker was Bob Luker, a twenty-
two-year-old Carleton University student de-
scribed as "soft-spoken, almost shy. His shabby 
red beard, he explains half-seriously, con-
stantly invites people to label him a Commu-
nist." He occupied his time writing letters on 
behalf of welfare applicants and trying to set 
up a school lunch program. In March 1969 the 
Metis Society called a meeting in La Loche 
attended by about 350 people. About half the 
speakers blamed Luker for the community's 
problems and demanded that he leave town. 
Someone said the CYC worker might be a 
Russian spy for all they knew; another sug-
gested he might be Howard Adams's contact 
person because "he was always writing letters 
at night." Luker replied that he did not know 
Adams and never wrote letters to him. He did 
write a lot of letters, he admitted, but they 
were to his mother, father, and two brothers. 
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A few people then came to Luker's defense. 
Luke Jedry, a white taxi driver, said that Luker 
had not done much, but at least he spent his 
paycheck in the village. A hesitant teenaged 
girl mentioned that La Loche would not have . 
had a school bus if Luker had not organized a 
petition demanding it. Bertrand Mathieu, the 
Catholic priest, suggested that Luker cooper-
ate more closely with the leaders in the com-
munity: "He told me he was a Catholic but 
I've never seen him in the church."s9 In the 
end, no vote was taken concerning Luker's 
expulsion, and he remained in La Loche. 
Returning from the north, Eric MaIling 
called on Howard Adams at his suburban bun-
galow in Saskatoon. There was one picture 
hanging on the wall of his den, that of Louis 
Riel. In the course of the interview, Adams 
took three books from the shelf: the diary of 
Che Guevara, a manual on guerrilla warfare, 
and Fanon's The Wretched of the Earth. When 
asked what tactics Native people should use 
to take the power to run their own communi-
ties, he replied, "The first rule is to never let 
the enemy know your tactics." He mentioned 
various non-violent measures-sit-ins, picket 
lines, boycotts, "anything that will help to re-
move department of natural resources despots 
from the north."90 If Native anger escalated to 
violence, Adams said he would give his sup-
port. 
Under Adams's leadership, the Metis Soci-
ety began publishing New Breed, a monthly 
newspaper. The first issues celebrated the re-
birth of Metis nationalism: "Our numbers are 
rising again and our people are regaining their 
pride. In due time we will regain our status as 
the first Canadians." The Metis would no 
longer accept discrimination and humiliation 
or sit back passively and accept their fate. The 
time had come to fight. As for integration, 
New Breed declared in capital letters: "HELL-
NO! We do not want to be integrated into the 
white race. What we do want is to be recog-
nized as an individual race with a unique, true 
Canadian culture; a people well able to gov-
ern our own affairs. "91 To help rekindle Metis 
nationalism, on 19 and 20 July 1969 the Metis 
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Society sponsored a mass rally at Duck Lake, 
the site of a victory over the North-West 
Mounted Police in 1885. The festivities in-
cluded a field day, square dance, fastball 
games, chuck-wagon and pony races, and the 
ceremonial burning of school history text-
books that were deemed "racist and inferior-
izing."92 
According to J. S. Sinclair, deputy-minis-
ter of the provincial Indian and Metis depart-
ment, moderates within the Metis Society were 
concerned that Adams's policies could lead to 
reduced government financial support. On the 
other hand, the deputy-minister observed, 
Adams was simultaneously under fire from "a 
small radical minority." His position seemed 
precarious and the unity of the Metis Society 
doubtful. Sinclair warned Clarence Estey, the 
Indian and Metis Department Minister, that 
"precipitous action by the government could 
lead to the complete breakup of the Society or 
poss.bly the strengthening of a very militant 
group among the Metis people."93 
Possibly to consolidate his support in the 
Metis Society, Adams attacked the provin-
cial government in February 1970, charging 
that 879 Indians and Metis in northern 
Saskatchewan were starving. Despite Welfare 
Minister Cy MacDonald's insistence that the 
accusation was baseless, the story was given 
nationwide publicity. The federal government 
dispatched a four-man delegation led by Dr. 
Stanley Haidasz, parliamentary secretary to the 
Health and Welfare minister, to investigate. 
Dr. Haidasz, attired in a green-striped, double-
breasted suit, entered poor, run-down houses 
and introduced himself: "I'm parliamentary 
secretary to Health and Welfare Minister John 
Munro." After he left one house in Meadow 
Lake, the bewildered occupant, Mrs. Rosalie 
King, asked a reporter, "Whose secretary is he? 
Who .s his boss?" The inspection team, fol-
lowing their whirlwind tour, found no out-
right starvation, but reported malnutrition and 
confused welfare policies. They condemned 
"shocking" housing conditions and questioned 
the practice of cutting northerners off welfare 
in the middle of winter.94 
CONTINUING METIS NATIONALISM 
Shortly after this episode, Adams an-
nounced he would not seek reelection as presi-
dent of the Metis Society. Premier Thatcher, 
who in 1969 had thought well enough of 
Adams to ask him to serve as deputy minister 
of the Indian and Metis department, now de-
scribed him as a "strange person," who could 
have accomplished much had he not been so 
preoccupied with "stirring up trouble."95 
Adams's successor was Jim Sinclair, charac-
terized by the Leader-Post as a "tough fighter," 
who had picked himself up from skid row and 
decided to complete his high school educa-
tion. He had read Eldridge Cleaver and was 
knowledgeable about the civil rights move-
ment in the United States.96 When three mem-
bers of the Black Panthers came to Regina in 
December 1969, Sinclair conferred with them. 
The visit caused quite a stir, and Regina's radi-
cal newspaper, The Prairie Fire, hoped the In-
dians and Metis would take a lesson: "What 
the Indians and Metis hopefully learned from 
the Panthers is that it is possible to control 
one's destiny, and if white racist capitalists 
stand in the way and use terror, then it is only 
natural to defend oneself-by whatever means 
necessary."97 Jim Sinclair said he would not 
initiate violence, "but should any other Metis 
group, he would be there. I'd have to. We have 
to stick together when we fight for our rights."98 
The first meeting between the premier and 
the new Metis Society president did not go 
well. Thatcher complained that Sinclair had 
no constructive suggestions: "All they want is 
more money for a bigger grant and I didn't 
agree to that." Sinclair said the premier threat-
ened to cut off the society's $20,000 grant 
unless it complied with the government's 
wishes: "That's childish. He's supposed to be 
a smarter politician than that."99 In any case, 
the Saskatchewan government's $20,000 grant 
in 1969-70 (half of which was reimbursed by 
Ottawa under the ARDA agreement) was pal-
try in comparison with the $120,000 the 
Alberta government gave to the Metis Asso-
ciation of Alberta or the $56,000 the Manitoba 
government gave to the Manitoba Metis So-
ciety.IOO 
Government-Metis Society relations dete-
riorated further when more than two hundred 
angry Metis confronted provincial and federal 
government officials at a meeting in Meadow 
Lake in August 1970. Government represen-
tatives expressed surprise at the turnout and 
the vehemence of the attacks on welfare, hous-
ing, employment, and education programs. No 
cabinet ministers attended the meeting, leav-
ing the civil servants to face the barrage. The 
audience cheered Jim Sinclair when he said 
the provincial Indian and Metis department 
was worried that the Metis Society would be-
come too strong to be kept under the govern-
ment's thumb. The department's deputy 
minister defensively replied: "I don't deny 
there have been situations which our staff has 
not handled properly ... but I hope you don't 
think that because of some unhappy situations 
our entire program is a failure."101 Adding in-
sult to injury for the provincial government 
was the fact that the meeting had been paid 
for with a grant from the federal government. 
At the provincial Liberal party convention 
in the fall of 1970, the Metis Society presented 
a thorough-going critique of the operations of 
the Indian and Metis department. The brief 
stated that the department's programs were 
insufficient and that policy decisions were 
made behind closed doors without consulta-
tion with the people affected. The job place-
ment figures put out by the department were 
bogus, counting each person placed in a tem-
porary job as a job placement, concealing the 
fact that the same people were circulating 
through the system. The brief declared: "We 
believe that the Liberal party is using this as a 
political football to mystify the public and, 
moreover, the Metis people of Saskatchewan." 
The Metis Society demanded decision-mak-
ing power in the planning and implementa-
tion of housing programs and in the selection 
of teachers for their communities. It requested 
Metis court workers and translators to assist 
those who did not understand courtroom pro-
cedures and an in-patient treatment center in 
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the Prince Albert area for the rehabilitation 
of alcoholics. The petition concluded with the 
declaration: "We, the Metis people demand 
recognition as a People. Through legislation 
and rejection by our two parent cultures, we 
are now a whole new nation of people. Vive Ie 
Metis."lo2 
The document ran exactly counter to the 
policy of the Thatcher government. The gov-
ernment wanted integration; the society pro-
claimed the existence of a Metis nation. The 
government wanted to control the employ-
ment, housing, education and other programs 
it delivered to people of Indian ancestry; the 
Metis Society wanted self-determination and 
self-administration. The deputy-minister of the 
provincial Indian and Metis Department 
summed up the situation from his perspective: 
"We continue to find good acceptance of our 
program from individuals and groups of Metis 
but a vociferous few in the organization seem 
to have as their aim the formation of a sepa-
rate Metis community or entity-almost a 
Metis reserve."103 As Metis Society vice-presi-
dent Nap Lafontaine observed, the issue was 
control: "My theory is this way. He had con-
trol of those people. If I'm the minister in the 
Indian and Metis department, and they're all 
working for me, I contro1. . . He [Thatcher] 
was a man, as far as I was concerned, that 
wanted contro1." Lafontaine added: "At that 
time, if you worked for the government you 
were out as far as our organization was con-
cerned. We didn't want anybody tied in with 
the government. Because there was such a feel-
ing between the Metis people and the govern-
ment. There was no trust."I04 
To compensate for the lack of provincial 
funding, Jim Sinclair turned to the federal gov-
ernment. A Metis Society delegation had a 
meeting with cabinet ministers in Ottawa in 
April 1970 and requested $150,000. Adams 
argued that if the government was unrespon-
sive, more radical elements could take control 
of the movement: "I think we have to be on 
guard against the possibility of violence be-
cause the young people are becoming quite 
militant and there also are Metis people in 
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Saskatchewan who are inclined to think along 
lines that are not constructive and not in the 
best interests of working together with the gov-
ernment."105 Federal money began to flow. In 
1971 the Canadian Mortgage and Housing 
Corporation gave $23,000 for a housing study 
and $125,000 to develop a housing program, 
the Department of Health and Welfare ap-
proved assistance of $ 7 5 ,000 per year for three 
years for a community development program, 
and the Department of Secretary of State 
granted $226,000 for core administration and 
a communication workers program. 106 
The Thatcher government was none too 
pleased with these developments. Allan Guy, 
provincial Indian and Metis Minister, wrote 
Robert Stanbury, federal minister responsible 
for the Department of Secretary of State: "The 
Metis people, however, are strictly the respon-
sibility of the province. So, while we are 
pleased to see the federal government's con-
cern and financial assistance, we would appre-
ciate being advised what grants you are 
prepared to make to the Metis Society before 
they are made."lo7 Stanbury denied that Metis 
were "strictly the responsibility of the prov-
ince," maintaining that the Department of 
Secretary of State had a broad mandate for 
citizenship development activities among all 
Canadians. !Os The truth was that there was no 
love lost between the federal Liberals and their 
provincial counterparts, who were several de-
grees to the right of the federal party. When 
Thatcher personally asked the federal govern-
ment not to help the Metis Society, Ottawa 
turned a deaf ear. 109 
CONCLUSION 
The Thatcher government's relations with 
the Metis Society ended in angry argument 
and recrimination. Seven years earlier, when 
the government was first elected, it had been 
filled with high hopes and a desire to improve 
the living conditions of Aboriginal people. 
The government had more than good inten-
tions; it had a plan. The plan, which remained 
consistent from 1964 to 1971, was to place as 
many Aboriginal people as possible into jobs. 
The program was implemented first by the 
Indian and Metis branch of the Department of 
Natural Resources and later by a separate In-
dian and Metis Department with outside sup-
port from the Task Force on Indian and Metis 
Opportunity. Job placement was supported by 
upgrading and training workers and providing 
housing for them when they moved to urban 
centers. No doubt many people were grateful 
for the jobs, education, and housing they re-
ceived from the Thatcher government, but the 
plan had a fundamental flaw. It was based en-
tirely on the economic integration of individu-
als into mainstream society, and it ignored the 
cultural and political claims of the Metis as a 
group. As Metis nationalism and the Metis 
Society revived and grew stronger, the 
Thatcher government seemed insufferably pa-
ternalistic. Under leaders like Malcolm Norris, 
Howard Adams, and Jim Sinclair, the Metis 
articulated their desire for recognition as a 
people and for self-determination. The stron-
ger the Metis Society became, the farther it 
diverged from the Thatcher government. 
The provincial government's strategy for 
defeating the Metis Society was to cultivate 
"cooperative" leaders, undermine "uncoopera-
tive" leaders, and strictly limit the size of the 
society's grant. Government spending on Metis 
programs was channeled through the Indian 
and Metis Department, preventing the Metis 
Society from developing as a program delivery 
organization or bureaucracy. The infusion of 
federal money after 1970 gave the Metis Soci-
ety independence and weakened the provin-
cial strategy. 
The whole dialogue between the Thatcher 
government and the Metis was set against the 
backdrop of racial strife in the United States 
and the possibility of violence spreading to 
Canada. The language of colonization, oppres-
sion, and liberation, the spectacle of the ur-
ban riots in the United States, the tactics of 
the Black Panthers, the speeches of Malcolm 
X, and the writing of Eldridge Cleaver influ-
enced the thinking of Metis leaders. Whether 
US-inspired radical ideology penetrated the 
rank and file membership of the Metis Society 
is less certain, and violence was generally kept 
at the level of rhetoric, not action. 
What was crucial for Saskatchewan Metis 
was the reclaiming of their history, cultural 
identity, and self-confidence. The rebirth of 
Metis nationalism, as expressed by the Metis 
Society, collided with the ill-conceived, if 
perhaps well-intentioned, policies of the 
Thatcher government. As the decade of the 
1960s came to an end and the 1970s began, 
time ran out on the Thatcher government in 
more ways than one. The government suffered 
defeat in June 1971, and the Metis policies for 
which it stood were discarded. A new para-
digm based on Aboriginal rights and self-gov-
ernment was to replace the old paradigm based 
on individual opportunity and integration. 
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